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Effects of Combustor-Level High Free-Stream Turbulence
on Blade-Surface Heat/Mass Transfer

in the Three-Dimensional Flow Region near the Endwall
of a High~Turning Turbine Rotor Cascade
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Effects of combustor-level high free-stream turbulence on the blade-surface heat/mass

transfer have been investigated in the three-dimensional flow region near the endwall within a

high-turning turbine rotor cascade passage. Free-stream turbulence intensity and ihtegrallength

scale in the high turbulence case are 14.7 percents and 80 mm, respectively. The result shows that

there is no considerable discrepancy in the blade heat/mass transfer near the endwall between

the low and high turbulence cases. As departing from the endwall, however, the deviation

between the two cases becomes larger, particularly in the region where flow separation and re

attachment occur. Under the high turbulence, flow disturbances such as boundary-layer separa

tion and re-attachment seem to be suppressed, which makes the blade heat/mass transfer more

uniform. Moreover, there are some evidences that endwall vortices tend to be weakened under

the high turbulence.
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Nomenclature ----------
C : Chord length, Fig. 2

D : Diffusion coefficient of naphthalene in air

hm : Local mass transfer coefficient

Nu : Nusselt number

Pr : Prandtl number, 1//t1

Re : Inlet Reynolds number, U~C/v
s : Span, Fig. I

Sp, ss: Curvilinear coordinates along the pressure
and suction surfaces, Fig. 2

Sc : Schmidt number, v/D
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Sh : Sherwood number, hmc/D
Uoo : Inlet free-stream velocity

XD, YD, ZD : Coordinates at the inlet duct, Fig. I

x, Y, Z : Cascade coordinates, Fig. 2

Greek Characters

a : Thermal diffusivity

v : Kinematic viscosity

1. Introduction

For enhanced gas turbine performance, turbine

durability problems due to hot gas temperature

should be resolved. In general, a turbine blade

usually suffers increased metal temperature and

steeper temperature gradient. Contrary to two
dimensionality of the mid-span flow, there exist

very complicated three-dimensional vortex flow·s
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2. Experiment

2.1 Cascade wind tunnel

As shown in Fig. I, the cascade wind tunnel

comprises an open-circuit type wind tunnel, a

high turbulence generator, an inlet duct, a linear

turbine cascade. and an exhaust sceriol . The wind

tunnel has a cross section of' 0.6 m X 0.4 111, and the

inlet duct has a cross section of' 0.42 m XO.32 111.

The incoming flow is developing to a tmbulent

boundary-layer flow on the top and bottom walls

of the inlel duct, after passing a trip wire of 1.8

mrn and a sand paper. The linear turbine cascade

has six large-scale turbine blades. They arc fa

bricated based OIl the mid -span profile of a fi rst

stage turbine rotor blade in an industrial gas

turbine and are made of an engineering plastic

on the heat/mass transfer at the mid-span Df a

turbine rotor cascade. Their resulls showed that

the high free-stream turbulence and Reynolds

number change the mid-span heat/mass transfer

dramatically, and allcntion to turbulence length

scale should be paid as well as turbulence inten

sity for better understanding.

In this study, the effects of combustor'-level

high free-stream turbulence on the entire blade

surface heat/mass transfer have been investigated

for a high-turning turbine rotor blade, by us

ing the naphthalene sublimation technique. This

study is different from the previous ones, because

the high turbulence effects are reported in the

three-dimensional now region ncar the end IVall

and the tested turhine blade hilS a higher turning

angle.
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Fig. 1 Overall view of cascade wind tunnel

'.'

ncar the end wall within a turbine blade passage.

The end wall vortex flows tend to deliver more

severe thermal loads to the blade su rface. In order

to design efficient coo ling schemes for the entire

turbine blade surface, a detailed description of the

blade heat transfer coefficient near the endwall

should be provided. The turbine blade is also

exposed to very high inlet free-stream turbulence

with a large length scale. Turbulence measure

ments taken at the exit of various g,IS turbine com

bustors have shown that the level can range be

tween 11 and 40 percent (Kolltmos and McGuirk,

1989 ; Goebel et aI., 1993), whicll may have sig

nificant inJluences on the blade-surface thermal

load.

Graziani et aI. (1980) measured local Stanton

numbers on an electrically-heated turbine end

wall and blade surface for two different inlet

boundary layers. They found that heat transfer is

al"!Ccted strongly by the passage vortex, and the

inlet boundary-layer thickness on the end wall has

a significant etfect on the endwall and suction··

surface heat transfer. Chen and Goldstei n (l992)

investigated turbulent transport on the suction

surface of a turbine rotor blade at a low liTe··

stream turbulence condition. They reported local

heat/mass transfer data not only at the mid-span

but also in the th ree-dimensional now region

near the endwalI. Under low free-stream turbu

lence, Goldstein ct a1. (1995) measured detailed

heat/mass transfer distributions in the three

dimensional flow region near the cndwall of the

pressure and suction surfaces of a turbine rotor

blade.

Investigations on the blade heat transfer Ilder

high free-stream turbulence were conducted only

at the mid-span. Bayley and Priddy (198 I) in

vestigated the effecl of Crce-·stream tll rbulence on

the heat transfer in the two-dimensional flow

region of a turbine rotor blade. They found that

the laminar· turbulent transition on the surface

significantly changes the heat transfer charac

teristics. Mehendale et al. (1994) reported free

stream turbulence effects on film elleetiveness and

heat trans!er coefficient on it film-·cooled turbine

blade in the mid-span region. Wang cl a1.(1999)

investigated effects of high hee-stream turbu lenee
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where D is the d itTusioll coefficient of naphth

alene in air. According to the analogy between

heat and rnass transfer (Goldstein and Cho,

1995), the Nusselt number can be obtained as

follows.

2.2 Naphthalene sublimation technique

In this technique, local mass transfer coeffi

cient, h m, is evalu<lted from the corresponding

sublimation depth of cast naphthalene. The local

Sherwood number is commonly used as a dimen

sionless mass transfer coefficient in the following

way.

et aI., 1994; Goldstein et a1.,1995; Wang el aI.,

1999) by aboul 12 degrees. As shown in Fig. 2,

x, y, and z are in the axial, pitch-wise and
span-wise directions of the cascade, respectively.

Two curvilinear coordinates, Sp and Ss, are de

rined along the blade surface as in Fig. 2. They

start at an intersection of the blade profile with a

line drawn upstream from the center of the lead

ing-edge circle at the blade inlet angle.

(2)~l =(J.'r )n
Sh SC

(Ivory Me Nylon). The blade profile is reponed

by Jun (2000).

The high turbulence generator is designed to

simulate highly turbulent flow from a combus

tor. This has not only two side-plenums bur <lisa

upper- and lower" plenums (Fig. I). Two rows

of five injection holes of 50 mm in diamerer are

drilled on the inside wall of each plenum. The

main passage 01 the high turbulence generalor is

blocked partially at the inlet with an aluminum

plate, so that the approaching Oow can enter

easi Iy into the four plenums. Jets issuing into the

main passage through the injection holes interact

strongly with the main flows from the two front

openings, and produce very high turbulence. The

shaded holes in Fig. 1 indicate those blocked

with tape for the most uniform distribution with

a relatively high turbulence level at the exit (Lee

et aI., 2004).

As listed in Fig. 2, the chord length, c, axial

chord, b, pitch, p, and span, S, are 217.8 mm,

196.0 mm, 151.6 mm. and 320.0 mm, resper.;tively.

The span is determined based on the span-to-

chord ratio of the original rotor blade. The turn

ing angle is given as I 19 degrees, which is higher

than those in the previous s(lIdi~~ (Mehendale

where n is usually taken to be 1/3 for a laminar

boundary-layer flow and 0.4 for a turbulent one.

The boundary condition in the mass transfer

system is equivalent to the constant surface tem

perature condition in the heat transfer system.

A linear turbine blade coated with naphthalenc

and two molds are shown in Pig. 3. A 11 or them

Fig. 2 Arrangement of turbine blade cascade Fig. 3 Ca~ling mold for naphthalene coated blade
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are m<Jde of uluminum. E<Jch mold has a \Vell

polished inner surrace, and they arc bolted to

gethcr when casting. The Cflst blade has upper and

lower mela I shoulders of which widths arc 70

and 10 mm, respectively. A thin naphtlHdene laycr

of 2 ml11 in thickness is cast on the grooved recess

of the cast blade between the two shoulders. The

total length of the cast blade is 10 mm longer than

the span. As in Fig. I, the lower metal shoulder

is inserted into an inclcnultion nlachinccl on the

bottom endwall of the cascade, so that the lower

cnd or the lwphthalene layer is flush mounted

on the cnd wa[[ surface. A T-type thermocouple is

embedded in the cast n<\phthalene to obtain the

naphthalene surface temperature during lhe sub

limation experimenl.

2.3 Four-axis profile measuring s)'stem

Tn order to measure sublim<ttion dcpth on a

LUrbine blade which h<Js <l varying local Cllfva~

ture around its surface, a depth gauge should be

oriented normal to the surface. Thus, lhc present

profile measuring system 1.1<\S nol only a three

dimensional traversing mechanism riJr deptb-gau

ge movement but also a blade rotator installed on

a robUSl frame structure, as shown in Fig. 4. The

rotating shaft is designed so as to prevent unnec~

essary shaft vibration during the rOlation, and

is driven by an AC servo motor (Oriental Motor,

KXSM240HG }-BL) coupled with a harmonic

reduction gear (Orienlal Motor, UIJG50-2C).

This system prevents a backlash error and deliv~

I.........,).- ....

i· ~ ~-_._. /

Fig. 4 Schcmat'lc diagram of f()llr-a.~is profile

measuring system

ers an angle resolution of 0.0072 degrees. A hole

drilled at the center of gravi'y of the cast blade is

fitted to the upper portion of the shaft.

2.4 Data reduction system

Measurements of pycssure, turbulence, 1empeJ

ature and naphthalene sublimation depth arc con

trolled by a personal computer (IBM, Pentium)

equipped with plug-in boards such as a Multi~·

Function 01/0 Board (Nl, AT-MIO-16D'·H-

9) and a GPIll adapter (NJ, AT GPJB). Tem

peratures of the free-stream and casl naphthalene

arc measured with T -lype thermocouples eOll

nected to a digital voltmeter (Keithley, Model

2001 TSCA N), which is controlled by the com

puter through the GPIB. The thermocouples

are calibrated with a cOllstant-·temperature bflth

(fisher ScientifiC, 9010) und a standard thermo

meter. Temperature measurements are based all

the STP 470A (1974) published by ASTM. A

L VDT (linear variable differential transk1rmer)

depth gauge (Sensortce, 060-'3590-02) is used to

measure local sublimation depth. Its full scale

and resolution arc J: 1.0 mm :lnd 1.0/lm, respec

tively. In <Letllal exposure experiments, average

sublimation depth is maintained approximately at

0.1 mm, and maximum sublimation dcpth is less

than about 0.3 mm. Sublimed depth is measured

at 62 points around the blade and at J6 points in

the span-·wise or z-direetion. The measurement

locations are populaled densely ncar the end wall

as well as on the 1cading- and Irai ling-edges.

During the scanning of the whole measurement

locations, three sequential proced L1reS of a precise

rotation of the e<lSI blade. which is followed by

three-di rncllsional adjustment of rhe depth gauge,

and then sCans of it in the span-wise direction

are repeated.

When a smooth solid surface of naphLhalene is

obtained, the lest blade is mounted 011 the rota

ling shaft and is fixed with a bolt. Then, the first

scanning of the naphthalene surface is conducted

with the calibraled dcpch gauge, before exposure

to the air now. The read ings of loca I elevation

arc recorded in lhe computer through the 12 bit

A -D converter. Then, the cast blade is positioned

in the cascade as in Fig. I. After it is exposed
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to the air 110w for about 90 minutes, it is brought

hack to the profile measuring system, and is

scanned again_ The dilTerence between the be

fore--andarter readings at each location still in

cludes frcc-convection loss during the setup time

of the cast blade as well as during the depth mea

suremenb_ This extra sublimmion depth is typic

ully <:ebou/ 7.3 perccnrs of the average sublima

tion depth. The net sublimation depth is finally

obtained after a propcr correction.

2.5 Operating conditions and uncertainties

The inlet now conditions in this study are

summarized in Tablc I. The free-stream vc!ocity

in the inlet duct is maintained at 15 m/s and thc

inlet Reynolds number based on the rree-stream

velocity and the ehord length, Re, is 2.09 X LO".

At XlJ/ c=· -1.5, free·stream turbulence intensity

is 0.3% in the low turbulence case, and free·

stream turbulence intensity and integral length

scalc are 14.7% and 80 mm respectively in the

high turbulence case. The boundary layer thick

ness (099), displacement thickness (02), and mo

mentum thickness (8*) at Xv/ C= --'0.23 arc listed

in Table l. The momentum tl)ickness in the high

/Llrbulence case is thinner than a half or that in

the low turbulence case. We do not allempt to

make the momentum thicknesses the same in !he

two cases, because thinning of an inlet boundary

layer is one of the majOL' effects of high inlet

turbulence. During the sublimation e:<perimen[s,

the naphthalene surface temperature is monitored,

and its variation is kept with in 0.2 'C. The uncer

tainty interval of the Sherwood numbcr with 95

percent confidence based on Abernethy e( al.

(1910;5) is estimated to be ±7.0 percents.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Local Sherwood number at the mid-span

Local Sherwood number distributions at the

mid'-span are presented in Fig. 5 in the low and

high turbulence cases. rar comparison with the

previous result by Goldstein et al.(1995). lhe

Sherwood number is expressed in the form of

Sh!Reo.5

The profile of Sh/Reo-5 in the present low tur

bulence case shows various basic transport pheno

mena along the blade surface at the mid-span.

Sh/ReD.5 has a highest value al sp/ c'-=O.(). On

the pressure surrace, it sharply decreases and

shows a local minimum at about sp/ c=O.1 due to

a boundary layer separation near the inflection

point (Fig. 2). Then, i/ rapidly increases to reach

a local maximum near sp/ c=0.23, which suggests

How re-attachi ng. Alter sp/ c """0.23, Sh/Rco.5 de

crease" gradually as a result of sllhsequent boun

dary-layer developmcnt. It is known that the

boundary layer on the pressure surface remai ns

laminar even after the re-attachmcnt (Goldstein

et aI., (995). Then, Sh/Reo.5 has another local

minimum and local maximum resulted from a

trailing--edge flow ~eparation and a vortex shed

ding in turn. On the suction side, Sh/Reo.5 near

the leading edgc also decreases sharply, and

finally Sh/Reo.5 has a local minimum or about

O. j ,It ss/(.' =0.7, which is the lowest vBlue all

over the pressure and sllction sides. This trend is

mainly attributed to a strong bounclary-Iayer

separat ion over the suction surfllce. Downstream

of this minimum location, Sh/Reo.5 turns to in-

Fig. 5 Chord -wise distriblltion~ or Sh/Reo.~ al

ll1id--~pan
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crease dramatically and reaches the value of

3.6. This steep increment is resulted from a strong
re-attaching process after the separation, and is

also due partly to a laminar-to-turbulent boun

dary-layer transition. DOwnstream of this peak,

Sh/Reo.5 tends to decrease again, but still has a

higher value than that on pressure-side after

sp/c=0.23. Even just before the trailing-edge
separation, Sh/Reo.5 on the suction surface is 35

percent higher than that on the pressure surface.

This fact means that there is a turbulent boun

dary layer on the suction surface after the peak

at S8/ C =0.9. As found on the pressure side, there

is a sharp decrease and a rapid recovery of

Sh/Reo.5 on the trailing edge.

The solid line found in Fig. 5 represents the

mid-span results at Tu= 1.3 percents by Golds

tein et a1. (1995). In general, the present result in

the low turbulence case is very similar to theirs

on the leading edge and over the pressure side.

There is a good agreement in the highest values

of Sh/Reo.5 between two leading-edge peaks only

within about 3 percents. In this study, Sh/Reo.5

has its highest value at sp/ C or ss/ c=O.O. On

the other hand, their highest value is found at
ss/ c=O.02. This is resulted from the different
origins of curvilinear coordinates. Their origin is

positioned at a true stagnation point, but the

present one is located at a geometric stagnation

point as shown in Fig. 2. In general, the true

stagnation point is situated slightly away from

the geometrical one toward the pressure side

(Lee et aI., 2004). Over the suction surface, dis

crepancies become noticeable as moving down

stream. Judging from the two low turbulence re
sults, it is understood that their boundary-layer

separation and subsequent re-attachment/transi

tion are retarded significantly, compared with the

present ones. The present turbine blade has a
higher turning angle than theirs by about 12

degrees. Earlier separation in this study is due

mainly to its high-turning blade profile. After the

early re-attachment/transition, the present turbu
lent boundary layer has a chance to grow, mean

while theirs immediately suffers a trailing-edge
flow separation.

Mid-span Sh/Reo.5 in the high turbulence case

in Fig. 5 is compared with that in the present

low turbulence case. Overall comparisons show
that the difference between the two cases is most

noticeable on the suction surface. Moreover, the

high turbulence makes local mass transfer more

uniform on both the pressure and suction sur

faces, particularly in the regions where flow sepa

ration and re-attachment occur. Under the high
free~stream turbulence, Sh/Reo.. at the stagna

tion point on the leading edge increases by about

8.4 percents, but Sh/Reo.5 on the leading edge

has nearly the same trend in both the low and

high turbulence cases. On the pressure surface, the

local minimum and subsequent maximum values

near the inflection point under the high turbu

lence are higher and lower than the correspond

ing ones in the low turbulence case, respectively.

In general, high turbulence with a large length

scale provides an intense lateral mixing and a

thinning effect on the boundary layer. As a result,

flow disturbances such as flow separation and

re-attachment are stabilized. This is why local

variation is reduced near the inflection point. In

the other regions on the pressure surface, how

ever, the high turbulence has no considerable
effects on Sh/Reo.•. Therefore, it is inferred that

the pressure-side boundary layer remains laminar

even under the high turbulence. On the suction

surface, the results in the low and high turbulence

cases start to be deviated from each other at about

58/ C =0.2 and have nearly the same value again at

about S8/ c= 1.2. The noticeable decrease and

following rapid increase in Sh/Reo.5 after S8/ c =

0.2 in the low turbulence case cannot be found in
the high turbulence case. Instead, Sh/Reo.5 in the

high turbulence case has a much higher value

near the separation point but has a much lower

value around the re-attachment point, so that the

distribution of Sh becomes more uniform under
the high turbulence. This is because under the
high turbulence, there seems to be no distinct

boundary-layer separation and subsequent re-at

tachment process but seems to be a gradual tran

sition from a laminar boundary layer to a turbu

lent one. After 58/c= 1.2, there is no big differ
ence in Sh/Reo.5 between the low and high tur

bulence cases, which shows that there are only
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turbulent boundary layers in both the cases.

3.2 Loeal Sherwood number in the three

dimensional flow region

Contours of Sh on the pressure surface in the

low and high turbulencc cases arc shown in Fig.

6. In the low turbulence case (Fig. 6 (a)), Sh near

thc stagnation point has a stcep gradient with

higher values and its contours are in the form of

a vertical straight line along the leading edge. In

the range between sp/c=O.07 and 0.13, Sh sutlers

a sudden decrease to a value lower than 400 due

to the inHection-point 110w separation. After

this, Sh increases up to about 1200 as a result of

flow re-attaching. Then, it decreases mildly until

the traili ng edge is reached, and finally a higher

mclsstransfer area is found on the trailing edge.

These trends are not true for the mass transfer

ncar the cndwal1. Along the endwall corner, con

tours of Sh are deviated from the vertical straight

line even on the leading edge and oecome hori

7.00tal in the downstream region. Tl1is is resulted

i
\
\
\
'\

\
\

\

from the existence of secondary Hows such as a

pressure-side leading-edge horseshoe vortex, a

pressure-side leading-edge corner vortex, and a

pressure-side corner vortex along the down

stream corner (Wang et aL, 1997). The influcnce

of these endwaJ! vortices on the local mass

transfer reaches the location of zls=0.1.

Contours of Sh on the pressure surface in the

high turbulence case are presented in Fig. 6 (b).

In general, the high turbulence provides more

uniform distribution of Sh even near the end

wall, in comparison with the low turbulence

case. This fact implies that the high turbulence

tends to weaken the vortices Jlear the endwall

and to suppress the flow separation and subse

quent re-attachment. The contours in the high

turbulence case ar~ so straight and vertical that

mass transfer rate becomes nearly one-dimen

sional ill the sp-direction, regardless of zls. In

Fig. 6(b), contours are populated densely only in

the leading- and trailing-edge regions. III the

range of 0.25 <Sp <LOS, however, the high turbu

lence makes mass transfer remarkably uniform

even near the endwall corner. This uniformity

would be attributed to the lateral vigorous tur

bulent mixing. Close examinations of Fig. 6 (a)

and (b) reveals that there exist a considerable

mass translCr and a steep gradient of Sh near

the endwall corner at sp/c=l.l. This high mass

tr;wsfer is resulted from the. strong interaction

hetween the pressure'",';ide corner vortex and vor

tex shedding. The peak vallle 01' Sh at this corner

is nearly the same as that at the stagnation point

in the low turbulence case. Under the high tur

bulence, however, the highest value of Sh is found

at the leading-edge stagnation point as can be

seen in Fig. 6 (b).

C()J1tours 01' 5h on the suction surface in the

low turbulence case are presented in Fig. 7 (a).

Due to the strong boundary'layer separation

and its re-attachment near the mid chord as dis

cussed in Fig. 5, Sh decreases consistently and

then increases sharply at about s.•/ c=0.75. After

a local peak value at the re-attachment point, Sh

decreases again. These phenomena arc confi ned

only to the mid-span area between zjs=0.3 and

0.5. Near the end wall on the suction side, there
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turbulence case, although a contour or Sh =800

in Fig. 7 (b) is sti II observed in the same form.

This implies that the strong flow separation and

subsequenr reatlachl11cnt in the low lurbulence

case tend to be suppressed under the high Imbtl"

Ienee. Even in the high turbulence case, a locus

near the endwall like Curve A in Fig. 7 (a) is

also found along the ridge of Sh. The peak

value of Sh along the locus in Fig. 7 (b) is nearly

the same as that along Curve A, and the peak

locations in the Ss-(;ireetion ill Fig. 7 (a) and (b)

coincide with each other. Therefore, the high tur

bulence, which has a significant elfeet on the

boundary layer separation and re-'attachmcnt

near the mid-span, have a relatively minor erlcet

on the sliction side corner vortex. However, a

close comparison shows 111'lt lhe locus in Fig. 7

(b) is located slightly closer to the end wall and

less distinct in comparison with Curve A. This is

an evidence that the suction-sidc corner vortex

tcnds to be weakened slightly by the high turbu

lence. Under the high tmbulence, the ridge of

Sh like Curve C in Fig. 7 (a) is no longer existent

in Fig. 7 (b), because the secondary flow along

Curve C is swept a way by the high turblllencc.

Its disappearance makes it hard to identify the

valley of Sh like Curve B.

Direct comparisons of Sh betwceu the low and

high turbulence cases arc l11ac e ill Fig. 8. The

corner vortices mentioned earlicr reside at 2/S"

0.02, and they arc not inDueneed greatly by tl,c

high turbulence. Thus, mas, transfers in the low

and high turbulence in Fig. 8 (a) ,Ire nol so

different from each other at this span-wise IDea

tion. Regardless ofz/s, Sh in the high turbulence

C,ise has a higher value than that in the low

turbulence case in the leading edge region. This

is because the high turbulence always increases

stagnation transport. L\ t s =0.12, wherc there is

no direct influence of the Corncr vortices, mass"

transfer deviations betwecn the low and high

turbulence cases become largcr- These devi ,nions

always exist in the regions where flow separation

and IT attachment occur. Along the pressurc sur

face afte!" the inflect.ion point, Sh decreases con

sistently in (he low lurbulence casc, while Sh

under the high turbulence has a nearly unirorm
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Fig. 7 Conlours of Sh on the suction surface

is another high mass··transfer region. Curve A,

which is drawn along a ridge of local mass Ham

fer adjacent to lhe end wall, is considered as a

trajectory of the suction- side corncr vortex. The

peak va lue of Sh ncar the cndwall is situated on

Curve A and is about 2200 which is highest all

over the pressure and suction surfaces (Fig. 6 (a)

a nd Fig. 7 (a)). Curve B is a locus along a va Iley

of mass transfer. It is known that the secondary

now induced by the pHssage vortex departs from

the suction surface along Curve H. Curve C

connects the local maximuill values outside of the

passage vortex region and is an eVidence of a new

vortex. Wang C{ al. (1997) also found th.is trace

and named a "wall vortex". It is clearly observed

from Fig. 7(a) that a tracc with steep gradient of

Sh is in the I'DI'm of an ::!phabet "D" over the

elllire suction surface.

Contours of Sh on the suction surface in the

high turbulence case arc provided in Fig. 7 (b).

The overall local mass-transfer distribut.ion under

the high tmbulence shows the same trend as that

in Fig. 7 (a) in the near-'endwall area as well as in

111e leading- and trailing-edge regions. However,

the steep-gradient trace ill the form of an ,dphabet

"I)" in Fig. 7 (a) is hardly found in the high
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Fig. S Chord-wise distribulion~ or Sh in the three

.. dimensional endwul1 flow region

distribution. On the suction surfacc, there is a

large discrepancy of Sh at between 58/c~O.2 and

0.6, and Sh in this region increases significantly

undcr thc high turbulence. At higher elevation

from the end wall, overall trends in Fig. S (b) bc

come more noticeable as in Fig. 9(c).

3.3 Mean Sherwood number

Sherwood number averaged in the span-wise

direction, Sh, is presented in Fig. 9. There is a

more uniform distribution of Sh under the high

turbulence. Sh in the high turhulence case has

higher values in the separated zones, hut has

lower values ill the re-attachment regions. Mean

Sherwood number averaged across the entire

blade surface area is given to be 787.6 and 831.8

in the low and high turbulence cases, respeetjvely.

3.4 Comparison with previous heat .. transfcr

data

Mehendale et a!. (1994) reported N usselt num

ber data spanwisc-avcraged in the mid-~piln re

gion between z/s=0.3 and 0.7. Their turbine

rotor blade has a lower turning angle than that

in this study by about 12 degree. In general,

Nusseil number, Nu, can be obtained from Sh

hy using Eq. (2). In Fig. 10, present (Sh/Reo.5)

(Pr/Se) 1/3, whieh is equivalent [Q Nu/Reu.5 in a

laminar boundary-layer !low, is compared wit.h

their N u/ReU
•
5 data. Th is comparison shows

lhat the two results in the stagnation region have

very good agreements in both the low and high

lurbulence cases. A way from the leading edge,

however, there exist big differences between the

two rcsuHs. This is bccause the two hlac1cs have

diJlerent profiles and heat transfer experiment

basically has a wall-conduction error that tends

to make local gradient milder, particularly in

separation and reattachment regiotls as well as in

trailing'-edgc separation zones. Furthermore, we

assumed that there is only a laminar boundary

layer ull over t.he blade surface in applying the
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Fig. 9 Chord wise distribut.ions or Sh

Fig. 10 Comparison or present mid-span resulls

wilh those or Mchendale el al. (1994)
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heat and mass transfer analogy.

4. Conclusions

The effects of a combustor-level high free

stream turbulence on the convective transport on

the blade surface have been investigated for a

linear high-turning turbine rotor cascade. Major

new findings are summarized as follows,

(1) There is no considerable discrepancy in

heat/mass transfer between the low and high

turbulence cases near the endwall. As departing

from the endwall, however, the deviation between

the two cases becomes larger, particularly in the

region where flow separation and re-attachment

occur. In general, the high turbulence tends to

make the blade surface heat/mass transfer more

uniform.

(2) The boundary-layer flow separations and

re-attachments on the suction surface as well as

near the inflection point on the pressure surface

seem to be suppressed under the high turbulence.

There are some evidences that the endwall vor

tices tend to be weakened under the high turbu

lence.

(3) Under the high turbulence, the heat/mass

transfer distribution on the entire pressure surface

become nearly one-dimensional, and there exists

a large area of uniform heat/mass transfer in the

region between the mid-chord and trailing edge

on the pressure surface.

(4) On the suction surface, a trace with steep

mass-transfer gradient in the form of an alphabet

"0" is hardly found in the high turbulence case.

The high turbulence results in only a minor effect

on the suction~side blade heat/mass transfer near

the endwall.
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